1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Glucose homeostasis is controlled by an intricate network composed of organs, glands, and molecular messengers, whose primary aim is to maintain an optimal balance between energy stores and immediately available fuel for cellular processes. Hence, it is not surprising that the brain is endowed with mechanisms for sensing glucose levels \[[@B1]\]. In addition, cerebral areas such as the basal hypothalamus and the brainstem contain neuronal populations which act as controllers of physiological and behavioral reactions (i.e., regulation of feeding behavior) in response to oscillations in glucose levels and bodily energy demands \[[@B2]\].

Strikingly, glucose sensing in the brain appears to be also involved in the modulation of brain cell functions having no direct relationships with metabolism. Indeed, glucose-related signaling has a strong impact on neuronal activity. In particular, we will here attempt to review the increasing body of evidence indicating that messengers essential to glucose homeostasis also affect at multiple levels the activity of the hippocampus, which is a brain area critically involved in cognitive functions. We will focus on a few key molecules: insulin and insulin-response substrates (IRSs), insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1), and ghrelin. After briefly summarizing nonmetabolic glucose-related signaling in the brain, we will try to convey the message that these molecules exert multiple actions on hippocampal physiology by affecting structural and functional neuroplasticity. This is, in turn, correlated to modifications in hippocampal-dependent learning and memory processes ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally, we will give an overview of the relevance of these phenomena for pathology, since the involvement of metabolic dysregulation in neuronal function impairment is an emerging topic with promising translational implications.

2. Outlines of Glucose Homeostasis-Related Signals Acting on the Hippocampus {#sec2}
============================================================================

In response to physiological stimuli and environmental conditions, the central nervous system undergoes structural and functional changes, both during development and throughout adulthood. This process of "plasticity" involves neurogenesis, that is, proliferation and differentiation of neural stem cells (NSCs), as well as changes in the morphology and activity of differentiated neurons. These adjustments are instrumental to the brain orchestration of various peripheral organs functions, in order to adapt energy expenditure to nutrient availability. In this regard, the hypothalamus-pituitary axis integrates humoral signals and coordinates behavioral and metabolic responses of the whole body \[[@B3]\]. However, the hypothalamus is only one of the brain areas sensitive to hormones and metabolic signals. Indeed, food seeking during fasting is a complex activity which involves information processing to identify or remember the location of resources necessary for survival.

In keeping with this, brain areas not involved in feeding control synthesize receptors for insulin, insulin-like peptides such as insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I), glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP-1), and ghrelin \[[@B4], [@B5]\]. Accordingly, the activity of neural circuits in the hippocampus is influenced by metabolic stimuli and energy supply \[[@B6]\].

Moreover, neurons are high energy-consuming cells and their function is markedly affected by the energy status. In the brain, most energy is consumed to generate action potentials and postsynaptic potentials \[[@B7], [@B8]\]. Additionally, glucose metabolism provides energy for the biosynthesis of neurotransmitters in differentiated neurons \[[@B9]\] and for NSC fate determination \[[@B10]\]. Importantly, the astrocytic energy sources glycogen \[[@B11]\] and lactate \[[@B12]\] seem to be directly relevant for learning and memory, although the underlying mechanisms have not yet been elucidated.

Finally, the transporters GLUT1 and GLUT3 mediate glucose uptake from extracellular fluid into glial and neuronal cells, respectively \[[@B13]\]. GLUT1 and GLUT3 are insulin-independent transporters, suggesting that the impact of insulin and related signals on brain plasticity should be independent of glucose uptake.

In addition to a direct effect of glucose levels on neuronal metabolism, hormones involved in glucose homeostasis activate different signal transduction cascades in the brain. This process results in effects which go well beyond the regulation of neuronal energy demand and metabolism (see below). Indeed, insulin and IGF-I activate the phosphatidylinositol trisphosphate kinase (PI3K)/Akt and Ras/MAPK-ERK pathways, thus affecting gene expression, with huge consequences for NSC proliferation and neuronal activity \[[@B14], [@B15]\].

GLP-1 is secreted by the gut in response to satiation and participates in glucose homeostasis. Indeed, it was first characterized for its ability to enhance insulin release from pancreatic *β*-cells, thus leading to increased glucose sensitivity \[[@B16]\]. Subsequent research in rodents has shown that GLP-1 receptors are also present on neurons, with intense expression in the CA hippocampal region \[[@B17], [@B18]\], and that their activation stimulates the activity of the MAP kinase pathway \[[@B19]\].

On the other hand, the stomach secretes ghrelin, which stimulates feeding behavior \[[@B20]\], and exerts a global counterregulatory action in comparison to insulin \[[@B21]\]. In the brain, ghrelin binds the growth hormone secretagogue receptor 1a (GHS-R1a) and controls the G protein-mediated activation of the PI3K/Akt, Ras/MAPK-ERK, and PKA/CREB pathways \[[@B22]--[@B24]\].

In addition, it is interesting to notice the close similarity between the intracellular signaling pathways activated by glucose metabolism regulators and those controlled by neurotrophins \[[@B25]\]. This convergence emphasizes the importance of metabolic mediators for proper functioning of neural circuits.

In particular, the cAMP-responsive element binding (CREB) transcription factor has been largely studied as mediator of neurotrophin-triggered neuronal differentiation, survival, and plasticity in the brain, and it has been characterized as metabolic sensor modulated by nutrient depletion and fasting hormones \[[@B26], [@B27]\]. Calorie restriction also induces the expression of the NAD^+^-dependent histone deacetylase Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1), which has been recently identified as a partner in CREB-dependent gene expression, thus highlighting a novel mechanism linking metabolic homeostasis and brain health \[[@B28]\]. In a mouse model of brain insulin resistance, intracerebral injection of streptozotocin reduces the activity of SIRT1 and causes cognitive impairment, an alteration prevented by administration of the SIRT1 activator resveratrol \[[@B29]\]. Indeed, SIRT1 promotes the CREB-dependent expression of*Brain-Derived Neurotrophic Factor* (*BDNF*) and other neuroprotective genes \[[@B30]\]. Moreover, CREB-dependent transactivation of genes regulating neuronal survival, metabolism, and plasticity (like PGC1*α* and nNOS) in calorie-restricted mice requires SIRT1 \[[@B31]\]. In keeping with these data, electrophysiological and cognitive brain responses to calorie restriction are similarly impaired in mice harboring brain-specific inactivation of SIRT1 or CREB \[[@B32]\]. Finally, in the mouse hippocampus, SIRT1 transcription is induced by CREB during calorie restriction and may, in turn, increase CREB expression (and function) through a miRNA-mediated mechanism \[[@B33]\]. Consistently, recent evidence obtained in PC12 cell cultures indicates that the induction of CREB expression by IGF-I is mediated by downregulation of the microRNA miR-181a \[[@B34]\].

Taken together, the above evidence suggests that the complex interplay between SIRT1 and CREB, while affecting nutrient sensing and glucose homeostasis in peripheral tissues, may also play a pivotal role in the metabolic regulation of neuronal plasticity and of high-order brain functions.

3. Behavioral Outcomes and Effects on Learning and Memory {#sec3}
=========================================================

Hippocampal CA1 neurons display increased expression of the glucose transporter GLUT1 during the execution of a behavioral test \[[@B35]\]. This is an expected homeostatic reaction, aimed at fulfilling the increased metabolic demand of neurons challenged by a cognitive task. On the other hand, the finding that the molecular network outlined above (see [Section 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}) can actually*modulate* performance in behavioral tests involving learning and memory is less trivial.

Indeed, Zucker rats display impaired insulin sensitivity, which correlates with poor performance in the Morris Water Maze (MWM) \[[@B36]\]. In agreement with this finding, heterozygous knockout mice for insulin receptor show lower performance in the novel object recognition test \[[@B37]\]. Interestingly, lower values for glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c) and glycemia indicate improved glucose homeostasis and are associated with better performance on memory tasks in human subjects \[[@B38]\].

Moreover,*db/db* transgenic mice, which are a knockout for the gene encoding the leptin receptor, are also characterized by insulin-resistant diabetes \[[@B39]\]. Improving glucose homeostasis of*db/db* mice by means of physical exercise or calorie restriction ameliorates their exploratory behavior in an open field test \[[@B40]\]. It is noteworthy that this improvement is accompanied by increased expression of the*Bdnf* gene \[[@B40]\], possibly as a result of restored insulin signaling. Analogous results come from studies on the UCD-T2D mouse model of type 2 diabetes, which displays reduced hippocampal insulin signaling and reduced activation of the BDNF receptor, TrkB \[[@B41]\].

Moreover, knockout mice for the insulin receptor substrate p53 (IRSp53) display impaired learning and acquisition of a navigation task (MWM) and poor recognition memory (novel object recognition test, NOR) \[[@B42]\]. On the other hand, insulin receptor substrate 2 (IRS2) forebrain-specific knockout mice exhibit improved memory retention in the MWM test, whereas the learning curve is unaffected \[[@B43]\], indicating that different effectors of insulin can exert opposite actions on behavior.

Glucose intolerance can also result from exposure to a high-fat diet (HFD) during early postnatal life and is associated with impaired learning of an operant conditioning task (pressing a lever to obtain reward) and in the radial arm maze task \[[@B44]\]. Strikingly, this hippocampal-dependent behavioural task is unaffected if mice are subjected to HFD starting from adulthood \[[@B44]\]. It is tempting to speculate about the existence of a specific critical period(s) for developmental programming of proper sensitivity of hippocampal circuits to the various components of glucose signaling, in close analogy to what has been demonstrated for programming by environmental stimuli of the set point for hypothalamic leptin sensitivity \[[@B45]\] and the development of cortical sensory systems in response to early experience \[[@B46]\].

Similar data have been obtained from liver-specific, IGF-I knockout mice. They exhibit deficits in both the learning and memory retention phases of the MWM, which can be detected as early as two months of age \[[@B47]\] and still persist at 18 months of age \[[@B48]\]. In addition, treatment of young rats with an IGF-I antiserum impairs learning of a passive avoidance task \[[@B49]\].

These findings globally indicate that loss of insulin signaling results in decreased cognitive performance; conversely, administration of ghrelin and GLP-1 has been shown to improve learning and memory of new tasks.

Indeed, administration of ghrelin after training in a T-maze foot-shock avoidance test improves memory retention and, conversely, ghrelin knockout mice show impaired performance in the NOR test \[[@B50]\]. Consistently, bilateral intrahippocampal infusion of ghrelin for 4 days, prior to training in the MWM, enhances acquisition and memory retention of the task. Interestingly, this effect is abolished by coadministration of the PI3K antagonist LY294002 \[[@B51]\].

Lastly, GLP-1 receptor knockout mice display decreased memory retention in both the NOR and the MWM tests \[[@B52]\]. Conversely, intrahippocampal administration of GLP-1 to wild-type mice enhances spatial learning in both the passive avoidance and the MWM tests \[[@B19]\]. Moreover, administration of exendin-4, a GLP-1R agonist, for two weeks prior to training in a radial arm maze task is associated with improved spatial reference memory \[[@B53]\].

Taken together, these findings lend support to the view that molecules involved in glucose signaling play a key role in modulating learning and memory, with the intriguing implication that they can be exploited to potentiate cognitive function and to ameliorate pathological deficits.

4. Impact on Hippocampal Neurogenesis {#sec4}
=====================================

The hippocampus is one of the few areas where neurogenesis persists throughout adulthood, thus supporting learning and memory, in addition to potentially contributing to brain repair \[[@B54]\]. In the adult mammalian brain, the subventricular and subgranular zones represent the two hippocampal neurogenic niches, populated by NSCs that proliferate and differentiate to generate new neurons \[[@B55]\]. A proper balance between the proliferative expansion of these populations and their maturation underlies the maintenance of both the hippocampus "stemness" reservoir and cognitive function \[[@B56], [@B57]\]. Although the regenerative potential of stem cell niches in the brain is still debated, a growing body of evidence indicates that, in the hippocampus, newborn neurons integrate into existing circuits to play a pivotal role in learning, memory, and neurological disorders \[[@B58]\].

Studies carried out both*in vitro* and*in vivo* suggest that insulin and IGF-I promote neurogenesis by affecting NSC proliferation, differentiation, and survival \[[@B59]--[@B61]\]. Moreover, insulin is a crucial trophic factor for nervous system development and maintenance of neurogenic niches. Indeed, activation of the insulin/IGF-I pathway is required for neuroblasts to exit quiescence \[[@B62], [@B63]\]. However, a chronic hyperstimulation of insulin/IGF-I effectors can lead to premature impoverishment of the NSC pool \[[@B64]\]. Therefore, insulin may exert either trophic or harmful effects on NSCs depending on the timing and the duration of stimulation.

On the other hand, animals undergoing calorie restriction exhibit lower plasma levels of glucose and insulin, in parallel with increased neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus \[[@B65]\] and slowdown of the age-related stemness decline \[[@B66]\]. Induction of the expression of the*Bdnf* gene \[[@B67]\] may at least partly explain the trophic action of nutrient deprivation on the NSC compartment. In addition, nutrient depletion may directly preserve the NSC capacity to self-renew and differentiate. In this regard, SIRT1 works as an epigenetic repressor and it modulates the neurogenic potential of neural precursors in the adult mouse brain niches \[[@B68]\]. According to an interesting scenario emerging from various experimental models, under metabolic and oxidative stress SIRT1 represses NSC self-renewal \[[@B69]\] and promotes their differentiation \[[@B70]\]. In summary, SIRT1 might serve as a metabolic sensor regulating the balance between NSC self-renewal and differentiation and controlling the preservation of the stem cell niche. Conversely, knocking out the genes encoding the nutrient- and insulin-regulated FoxO transcription factors causes sustained activation of nutrient replenishment signaling, thus leading to unbalanced proliferation and rapid exhaustion of neural progenitors both*in vivo* and*in vitro* \[[@B71]\]. Hence, absence of FoxOs mimics insulin hyperstimulation and promotes a premature senescence of the stem cell niche. Similarly, stimulation of the nutrient-dependent mTOR pathway causes reduced self-renewal and earlier NSC differentiation, resulting in altered brain development \[[@B72]\]. Accordingly, GLP-1 receptor agonist exendin-4 stimulates neurogenesis in the dentate gyrus, evaluated by bromodeoxyuridine incorporation assay, as well as by the expression of the newborn neuron marker doublecortin \[[@B53]\]. Moreover, the antidiabetic drug sitagliptin, in concomitance with the amelioration of peripheral glucose homeostasis, improves hippocampal neurogenesis and recognition memory through the upregulation of hippocampal GLP-1 receptor, in addition to modifying the expression of key genes involved in cognitive decline \[[@B73]\].

Together, this evidence supports the idea that nutrient-related signals control NSC fate, actively participating in neural plasticity processes, under both physiological and pathological (i.e., overnutrition, diabetes and see [Section 6](#sec6){ref-type="sec"}) conditions.

5. Effects on Synaptogenesis and Synaptic Plasticity {#sec5}
====================================================

Modifications in the activity of synapses, that is, potentiation or depression, or in their function and number, for example, generation of new dendritic spines, represent the functional and structural substrates underlying the integration of neurons into networks. The interaction between these different phenomena is, in turn, instrumental to acquire and consolidate behavioral modifications (see [Section 3](#sec3){ref-type="sec"}).

Treatment of primary cultures of rat hippocampal neurons results in higher frequency of miniature excitatory postsynaptic currents (mEPSCs), suggesting an increased basal neurotransmitter release from presynaptic terminals \[[@B74]\]. This functional effect is paralleled by increased density of dendritic spines, involving activation of the Akt pathway and of the Rho GTPase Rac1, an important mediator of cytoskeleton rearrangement \[[@B74]\].

However, the most interesting effects are observed on activity-dependent synaptic plasticity. First, Zucker rats display loss of insulin sensitivity and a concurrent reduction in long-term potentiation (LTP) at CA3--CA1 synapses, whereas long-term depression (LTD) is unaffected \[[@B36]\]. In addition, heterozygous knockout mice for insulin receptor have normal basal synaptic transmission and induction of LTP that, however, fails to be consolidated owing to reduced activation of the Akt pathway \[[@B37]\].

On the other hand, in physiological conditions insulin facilitates LTP at hippocampal synapses. Van der Heide and colleagues \[[@B75]\] have shown that insulin application results in a leftward shift in the input-output relationship of excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) response as a function of stimulation frequency. Indeed, under control conditions, LTD or LTP can be achieved using stimulation frequencies of 1 Hz and 50--100 Hz, respectively. However, in the presence of insulin LTD or LTP is obtained in response to stimulation frequencies of 0.033 Hz or 10 Hz (which would yield no effect under control conditions), respectively \[[@B75]\]. This can be interpreted as a metaplastic effect, that is, to a "plasticity of plasticity" phenomenon that results in a lower stimulation frequency threshold, called "*θ* ~*m*~," required for obtaining LTP \[[@B76]\]. This reinforces the view that insulin is a modulator rather than an "inducer" of synaptic plasticity.

In keeping with the findings shown in [Section 2](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}, this effect requires activation of the PI3K pathway \[[@B75]\] and results in increased exocytosis of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs) \[[@B77]\]. Moreover, NMDAR function is also transiently enhanced by phosphorylation of the NR2A and NR2B subunits \[[@B78]\], which correlates with the potentiation of NMDAR-mediated currents \[[@B79]\]. It is worth noting that NR2A and NR2B subunits are responsible for different NMDA current kinetics \[[@B80]\]. In addition, NR2B confers a higher time constant to NMDA responses, predominates during early cortical and hippocampal development, and is downregulated in adulthood, when NR2A becomes more expressed \[[@B81]\].

Insulin treatment of hippocampal cultures also increases phosphorylation of the GluR1 subunit of *α*-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptors (AMPARs) \[[@B82]\], indicating that multiple sites of action are responsible for the effect of insulin on synaptic plasticity.

Finally, in thalamocortical organotypic slices this hormone stimulates maturation of silent synapses, that is, those mainly containing NMDARs that represent a substrate for circuit potentiation through AMPARs insertion \[[@B83]\].

Notably, these data were obtained following acute insulin applications, whereas chronic elevation of cerebral insulin levels by means of intracerebroventricular infusion greatly reduces LTP in the CA1 area in response to high-frequency stimulation \[[@B84]\]. However, the mechanisms responsible for this time-dependent change in the polarity of insulin effect on synaptic plasticity still need to be better addressed.

Insulin receptor substrates are essential to the actuation of the above described effects. For instance, the synapse-specific IRSp53 \[[@B85]\] interacts with the activated Rho GTPase Rac \[[@B86]\] and with the postsynaptic protein PSD-95 \[[@B87]\]. Accordingly, overexpression of IRSp53 stimulates dendritic spine formation \[[@B87]\]. However, transgenic mice lacking the gene encoding this protein show enhanced LTP of the Schaffer collateral pathway, although they do not display any obvious change in dendritic spine density and morphology \[[@B42]\]. The higher propensity of IRSp53 knockout mice for LTP correlates with increased NMDAR-dependent synaptic transmission, although no obvious changes in the expression of NMDAR and AMPAR subunits could be detected \[[@B42]\]. It is noteworthy that another group independently generated an*IRSp53* ^−/−^ transgenic mouse line and found a small (17%), but significant, reduction in postsynaptic density area, in addition to the upregulation in the expression of NR2A and NR2B proteins in both juvenile and adult animals \[[@B88]\]. Taken together, these data point to a role of IRSp53 in promoting generation of dendritic spines which, on the other hand, are less sensitive to display LTP, although the underlying mechanisms are still unclear.

Interestingly, also IRS2 deletion affects structural and functional plasticity of the hippocampus, but with different outcomes in comparison to IRSp53. Indeed, IRS2 knockout mice have higher density of CA1 dendritic spines \[[@B43]\], in addition to showing decreased LTP at the Schaffer collateral pathway, as a result of impaired Akt activation and lower phosphorylation of NR2B subunits \[[@B89]\].

It is important to notice that the morphology of dendritic spines (e.g., unstable filopodia versus stable mushroom spines) was not assessed in these studies, and elucidation of this issue would contribute to understanding the seemingly contrasting effects of manipulating the expression of different IRSs on structural and functional plasticity.

Considering the convergence on the same molecular effectors as insulin, it is not surprising that IGF-1 treatment stimulates structural plasticity in cortical cultures, as assessed by increased immunoreactivity for synaptic markers such as synapsin-1 and PSD-95 \[[@B90]\]. In addition, IGF-I knockout mice have reduced dendritic complexity and number of dendritic spines of cortical layer II-III neurons \[[@B91]\]. This can represent one of the substrates for the role of IGF-1 in promoting plasticity. A similar action is likely exerted in the adult hippocampus, since administration of IGF-I antiserum partially blocks the increase in spine density of CA1 basal dendrites in response to physical exercise \[[@B92]\]. Moreover, liver-specific IGF-I knockout mice exhibit impaired LTP at perforant path-dentate gyrus synapses. This deficit is partially rescued if the inhibitory tone is decreased by bath perfusion with the GABA~A~ receptor antagonist bicuculline. Consistently, IGF-I knockout mice have reduced density of glutamatergic synapses, which leads to a lower excitation/inhibition ratio \[[@B47]\].

During development, brain-specific overexpression of human IGF-I results in boosting of postnatal synaptogenesis in the molecular layer of the dentate gyrus peaking at 35 days of age \[[@B93]\]. This phenomenon is likely the result of accelerated maturation, since the final number of synapses is not different from that of wild-type controls \[[@B93]\].

Further investigation is required to understand whether IGF-I overexpression has any consequence on the developmental curve of hippocampal neurons at functional, structural, and behavioral levels. Besides, the therapeutic potential of IGF-1 in diseases characterized by impaired hippocampal function needs to be better investigated, especially considering evidence pointing to brain insulin and IGF-1 resistance in Alzheimer\'s disease patients \[[@B94]\].

Analogous effects are exerted by ghrelin, which crosses the blood-brain barrier to bind its hippocampal receptors. Indeed, peripheral administration of ghrelin results in higher density of dendritic spines in the CA1 area and in augmentation of LTP of the Schaffer collateral pathway \[[@B50]\]. Moreover, addition of ghrelin to rat hippocampal slices increases the density of phalloidin-positive puncta, which indicates higher abundance of polymerized F-actin, thus representing an indirect measurement of dendritic spine reorganization \[[@B95]\]. Although more accurate measurements need to be performed, for instance, with the use of time-lapse imaging on slices from GFP-expressing transgenic mice \[[@B96]\], this finding is suggestive of increased dendritic spine dynamics.

Recent data indicate that GHS-R1as are expressed in the vicinity of hippocampal excitatory synapses and, indeed, their pharmacological activation triggers surface exposure of GluA1 subunits of the AMPA glutamate receptor \[[@B24]\]. This structural change is paralleled by facilitation of NMDA receptor-dependent LTP via PI3K/Akt activation \[[@B24]\]. In addition, ghrelin also stimulates phosphorylation of the NR1 subunit of NMDARs, which can further facilitate activity-dependent synaptic plasticity \[[@B22]\]. Moreover, experiments on rat brain slices containing substantia nigra pars compacta have shown that ghrelin enhances excitability also by inhibiting Kv7 channels \[[@B97]\]. It would be interesting to study whether a similar mechanism is also present in the hippocampus.

Finally, GLP-1 appears to affect mainly basal inhibitory synaptic transmission, as it has been shown to increase both frequency and amplitude of GABAergic spontaneous inhibitory postsynaptic currents (sIPSCs) recorded from CA3 neurons \[[@B98]\]. Accordingly, GLP-1 reduces excitability of hippocampal cultures by acting on glutamate- and depolarization-induced Ca^2+^ influx; this effect has been hypothesized to have the purpose of protecting neurons from glutamate excitotoxicity \[[@B99]\], as it occurs, for instance, in epilepsy. Indeed, GLP-1 receptor knockout mice have lower threshold for and higher severity of kainic acid-induced seizures \[[@B19]\]. However, it should be taken into account that neuronal response to GLP-1 can vary according to the time-scale considered. As it has been shown for CA1 neurons by Oka and colleagues using*in vivo* electrophysiological recordings in anesthetized rats, an initial increase in single-unit activity is followed by a decrease \[[@B100]\]. Moreover, the effect of GLP-1 on synaptic plasticity appears to be radically different from that on basal transmission. Indeed, administration of GLP-1 receptor agonists such as liraglutide increases LTP \[[@B73]\], whereas GLP-1 receptor knockout mice show impairment in this form of synaptic plasticity \[[@B52]\].

Hence, the data summarized above indicate that structural and functional aspects of hippocampal plasticity are strongly sensitive to key mediators of glucose homeostasis. Moreover, they suggest the existence of multiple interactions and synergies between the different molecular players, and understanding the details of this network appears to be one of the main goals of future research.

6. Effects of Glucose Homeostasis Dysregulation on Hippocampal Plasticity {#sec6}
=========================================================================

The data reviewed in the previous paragraphs support the view that glucose homeostasis imbalances can alter signaling pathways involved in adult neurogenesis and synaptic plasticity, thereby leading to reduced "mindspan" (the maintenance of mental abilities throughout life) and increased risk of neurodegenerative disorders \[[@B101]\]. Moreover, it is widely known that energy restriction promotes neuronal survival and improves cognitive function \[[@B6]\]. Conversely, the excess of nutrients impinges on brain health and impairs synaptic transmission and plasticity leading to accelerated cognitive decline (CD) \[[@B102], [@B103]\].

In line with these concepts, humans in the Western world are thought to be "unnaturally" overfed and sedentary, a state of chronic positive energy balance that results in suboptimal health \[[@B104]\]. In addition, the incidence of metabolic disorders, including type 2 diabetes (T2D), is increasing at alarming rates worldwide, largely due to poor lifestyle habits. In parallel, the prevalence of CD also increases as the world population ages \[[@B105]\].

Epidemiological/clinical observations have accumulated showing that diabetic patients are significantly more likely to develop cognitive impairment and exhibit increased susceptibility to dementia. Importantly, impaired metabolic parameters, such as hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia, positively correlate with CD \[[@B106]\]. Elevated blood glucose levels increase the risk of dementia in both diabetic and nondiabetic individuals by 40% and 18%, respectively, \[[@B107]\] and are associated with CD and reduced hippocampal volume \[[@B38]\]. These findings indicate that fluctuations in blood glucose levels negatively impact on brain function, even in the absence of overt T2D or impaired glucose tolerance.

Chronic hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia primarily stimulate the formation of advanced glucose end products, which leads to an overproduction of reactive oxygen species and alteration of intracellular second messenger pathways \[[@B108]\]. Whereas insulin is clearly neurotrophic at moderate concentrations, too much insulin in the brain may be associated with increased amyloid-*β* deposition due to competition for their common and main clearance mechanism, the insulin-degrading enzyme \[[@B109]\]. In this regard, it has even been proposed that Alzheimer\'s disease may be considered a form of type 3 diabetes, based on the evidence for insulin resistance and impaired insulin-response pathways in the Alzheimer\'s-affected brain \[[@B110]\]. However, glucose and insulin levels changes are not the only metabolic factors involved in hippocampal plasticity alterations produced by glucose dyshomeostasis.

Interestingly, in insulin-deficient rats and insulin-resistant mice, diabetes impairs hippocampus-dependent memory, impinging on both synaptic plasticity and adult neurogenesis, and the glucocorticoid system contributes to these adverse effects \[[@B111]\]. In this regard, NSC proliferation and adult neurogenesis are impaired in T2D and prediabetes animal models \[[@B112]\].

Moreover, as mentioned above, several gut hormones are able to impact on hippocampal function. An additional aspect to be taken into account is that microbiota dysbiosis could affect the gut-brain axis, thus promoting insulin resistance and cognitive impairment \[[@B113]\]. In addition, germ-free mice show a significant alteration of serotonergic system metabolites concentration and serotonergic neurotransmission in the hippocampus \[[@B114]\], which can have a negative impact on synaptic plasticity.

Hence, a key topic in current research is understanding which metabolic factors are most harmful to brain plasticity and which drugs suitable for metabolic disorders can also have an effect on cognitive functions. In particular, a challenge for the upcoming years will be investigating whether there are common molecular mechanisms underlying metabolic and neurodegenerative diseases and whether the "glycemic memory" of particular brain areas (e.g., the hippocampus) may be a risk factor for early CD.

7. Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives {#sec7}
=============================================

Molecules involved in metabolic homeostasis are now recognized to exert a deep influence on hippocampal plasticity and alteration of their equilibrium has a strong impact at the functional and behavioral levels.

It is worth noting that, for instance, experimental paradigms such as physical exercise or environmental enrichment, that is, coupling of motor activity to sensory stimulation, social interaction, and enhancement of exploratory behavior \[[@B115]\], dramatically affect neural plasticity of several brain districts, including the hippocampus, during development and in adulthood, as well as in aging \[[@B115]--[@B117]\]. Interestingly, this effect is correlated to enhanced glucose tolerance \[[@B45]\]. Therefore, metabolically active molecules can act as a bridge between a healthy body and a healthy brain by communicating a status of optimal metabolic homeostasis, which can represent a modulatory (or permissive) factor for the activation of neuroplasticity, that is, a highly energy-demanding process. In this regard, understanding how brain sensitivity to insulin and other metabolic players can be controlled may be an effective way to impact on pathologies characterized by impaired neural plasticity, especially Alzheimer\'s disease. Indeed, expression of the insulin receptor mRNA is maximal during development and decreases with aging \[[@B118]\], and this, in addition to representing another similarity between insulin sensitivities inside and outside the brain, could represent a key contributor to the decline in neural plasticity of the elderly. Thus, acting on insulin signaling might be a promising strategy for overcoming age-associated plasticity deficits.

Finally, a crucial point is also represented by understanding interactions between glucose and lipid homeostasis, since soluble factors involved in this latter process, such as leptin, have also been demonstrated to modulate synaptic plasticity and to have a role in age-associated CD \[[@B45], [@B119], [@B120]\].

In summary, drawing a comprehensive picture of the interactions between metabolism, hippocampal circuits, and cognitive performance, in addition to elucidating the underlying molecular mechanisms, can represent an important step forward, from a conceptual and translational point of view, towards a deeper understanding of the mechanisms regulating neural plasticity in health and neurodegeneration.
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